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ARTICLE  Is Data Erasure Really Secure?   
By Karen Fedder, Blancco
When it comes to selling previously used phones, laptops, servers or data storage drives, two conditions 
are critical to a thriving second-hand market: there must be enough sellable product changing hands and 
there must be trust at each stage of the selling and buying process. 
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ARTICLE  Recommerce To Drive A More Sustainable Apparel Industry
By Howard Rosenberg, CEO and co-founder of B-Stock
As fast fashion continues to go out of fashion and retailers remain under the microscope for 
ethical and sustainable business practices, the apparel industry will need to shift how it thinks 
about returned and secondhand clothing. If a recommerce solution is not on your radar, it 
should be. Here’s why. PA
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ARTICLE  Purpose-driven supply chains: a myth or an opportunity? 
By Claudia Freed, President & CEO, EALgreen
“Winning with purpose” is Pepsi’s newest tag line.  Its goal is to be the global leader in convenient foods 
and beverages by integrating “purpose” into the core of its business strategy and doing even more for 
the planet and employees. 
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ARTICLE  Learning to be More Human – A Skills Mandate for Returns Management   
By Holly Benson, Partner and Sylvie Thompson, Associate Partner, Infosys Counsulting
As we enter 2020, we start not only a new decade but a new era. It is an era dominated by technology 
advances such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and BOTS for just about 
everything including direct customer engagement.
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COLUMN Consumer Electronics 
Returns: Refurbish, or Dismantle for Parts? 
By Mark Ferguson (U of South Carolina), Michael Galbreth 
(U of Tennessee), Guangzhi Shang (Florida State U)
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COLUMN Apple tells Congress 
that it doesn’t block independent repair. 
Right to Repair counters.
Update by Nathan Proctor, Director, U.S. 
PIRG Campaign for the Right to Repair

COLUMN How the Circular 
Economy Reduces GHG Emissions
By Adrienna Zsakay, Circular Economy Asia
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ARTICLE  Mobile Warehousing & Storage is a Lifeline for Retailers Facing 
Changing Ecommerce Expectations
By Sarah Johnson, Milestone Equipment Holdings
As today’s shoppers make more purchases online, they have higher expectations for speedy shipping and 
seamless return policies than ever before. Although the world of e-commerce may be more convenient 
for consumers, it’s produced significant logistics challenges for retailers buried in returned inventory.PA
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Ken Ueltzen & Mark Anderson

As we enter 2020, we start not only a new decade but a 
new era. It is an era dominated by technology advances 
such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA) and BOTS for just about everything 
including direct customer engagement. However, 
there is also a less talked about yet more critical 
transformation underway. The TALENT Transformation. 
The transformation of the skills and capabilities we 
humans need as the role of people and technology 
continues to blur.

In its Future of Jobs report, the World Economic Forum 
(WEF) detected a change in the skills required within the 
new digital economy: 

Skills such as Emotional Intelligence (#6) and Cognitive 
Flexibility (#10) are rapidly becoming critical to business 
success. This skills shift is not about developing new 
capabilities for using technology, but rather a reflection 
of the growing need for innate human skills as the role 
of technology changes over the next few years.

The WEF report reflects the increased role of machines 
and technology in dealing with routine tasks such as 
basic quality control functions, with artificial intelligence 
enabling self-diagnosis and self-healing. Companies are 
veering away from paying people to perform “checking” 
and “fixing” functions now that they can be reliably and 
efficiently machine-enabled.

While customer engagement and specifically returns 

management will need a combination of physical 
behavior (listening), intellectual activity (analysis and 
problem solving), and on-target emotional response to 
be truly effective and to help companies stand out from 
the crowd.

Technology can be leveraged to analyze returns data, 
identify returns patterns as well as identify underlying 
product issues such as quality, usability or fit. In the case 
of routine return scenarios, may even enable self-service 
returns processing for frequent and loyal customers. 
However, technology appears unable to replace the 
expectation for personal engagement within the return 
experience. Consumers have demonstrate a clear 
preference to handle returns directly with a company 
representative vs. simply shipping back the item based 

Learning to be More Human –  
A Skills Mandate for Returns Management   

By Holly Benson, Partner and Sylvie Thompson, Associate Partner, Infosys Counsulting - RLA Bronze Member
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on a self-generated return 
label. When you consider the 
return process and the desired 
customer experience, you 
can easily see why Cognitive 
Flexibility and Emotional 
Intelligence were identified as 
a top skill for the future. 

Customers have various options on how they wish to 
engage with companies. The rise of self-service options 
powered by consumer APPs and Chat Bots have 
become the first line of engagement. Therefore, when a 
customer takes the step to reach out to another person 
the expectation is for a superior personalized and 
conversational interaction. The quickest way to infuriate 
a customer is to provide them with a customer support 
agent who seems only capable of reading a script, rather 
than solving a specific concern.  Customer Engagement 
representatives must be able to think on their feet and 
seamlessly shift gears between intellectual activities 
and creative problem solving.

These are not skills easily taught in a classroom, let 
alone online. They require on-the-job training in order 
to establish context and real-world cognitive responses. 
Traditional training approaches are not conducive 
to developing deep, compound, multi-faceted, 
experiential skills such as emotional intelligence and 
cognitive flexibility. Millennials have extremely short 
attention spans for in-depth training, and most new 
technologies are so intuitive that they eliminate the 
need for training. Consequently, companies are getting 
rusty in developing and delivering complex, in-depth 
training curricula.

At Infosys Consulting, we are finding innovative 
solutions to address capabilities development. Things 
like emotional intelligence or cognitive flexibility 
are closer to a practice than a skill and so require a 
degree of instinctive reaction or “muscle memory”. 
They are built up through successive cycles of insight, 
application, feedback and internalization (reflection). 
Emotional intelligence and cognitive flexibility requires 
a shift in personal mindset alongside retraining 
conditional responses. An approach insists that before 
rushing into problem solving, we pause to reflect on 
and explore the real needs and emotions of customers. 
The objective is to find ways to approach solutions from 
a human-centric, rather than a process, technology, or 
financial angle. It also requires that we abandon our 
fear of failure and criticism, and open ourselves up to 
successive cycles of insight, application and receipt of 
feedback both positive and constructive. This will allow 
us fine-tune our complex human capabilities to the 
real-world needs of our customers.

Developing such capabilities calls for a combination of 
face-to-face instruction, ongoing on-the-job practice and 
allocation, and a supportive, reinforcing environment. 
This type of approach allows organizations to remove 
internal roadblocks, improve customer engagement, 
identify innovation solutions, and help customers 
improve their own customer experience regardless of 
direct person-to-person contact or through various self-
service options.

On a final note, we see one other fascinating influences 
on the development of deep compound skills such 
as Mindfulness. It inherently helps develop intellect, 
emotion, self-reflection, curiosity, openness, and other 
attributes that fuel emotional intelligence and cognitive 
flexibility. 

The concept of Mindfulness in business is becoming 
mainstream. Many companies are investing in 
introducing mindfulness to their organizations. Google, 
LinkedIn, Facebook, Aetna, Ford, Eileen Fisher, Twitter, 
Slack, and Kaiser Permanente, just for starters, have all 
spoken publicly on this topic and on the positive impacts 
it has had on their organizations. These companies 
alone highlight the mainstream nature of mindfulness 
in modern business.

The skills needed to be successful going forward are not 
about technology; instead, they are about constructive 
interaction between people. As you entire this new 
decade, it is a great time for all of us to rethink how 
we develop the complex, compound skills, required to 
meet rising customer expectations and to support our 
employees in building themselves. 

Holly Benson, Partner, Infosys 
Consulting: Holly leads the Talent 
Management & Organizational Change 
practice at Infosys Consulting in North 
America. She brings her curiosity and 
observational skills to the world around 
her. She uses her interactions with some 
of the world’s leading organizations 

– and their workforces – to form fresh and intriguing 
insights on education and capabilities development.

Sylvie Thompson, Associate Partner, 
Infosys Consulting: Sylvie is a passionate 
and results-oriented supply chain 
executive. Her experience with supply 
chain start-ups has demonstrated to 
her that supply chain professionals 
must question the status quo in order to 
deliver next generation solutions. She is 

a supporter of lifelong learning and continues to seek 
out fresh and innovative new ideas and insights.


